The Business Process Modelling and Notation (BPMN) is a widely-accepted standard for process modelling, which can be used to model the clinical processes contained in guidelines. Computer systems based on guidelines need to embed these clinical processes, e.g. using a Computer-Interpretable Guideline (CIG) language. However, encoding guidelines in a CIG language is a difficult task which is usually performed by technical staff. Building on our previous work, the transformation-based refinement of guideline models, in this paper we describe an algorithm to transform BPMN models into the SDA CIG language. The use of BPMN has the potential to empower clinicians in the modelling task. In combination with the transformation algorithm, this can lead to an increased adoption of CIG languages, SDA and others.
Introduction and motivation
Business Process Modelling (BPM) technologies are spreading out to different domains, being healthcare one of the most challenging ones 1 . As recent works show 2, 3 , BPM is becoming more popular in the clinical field. Here BPM can provide solutions to support not only organizational but also clinical processes. One of the strengths of BPM is that it can separate the logic of processes from their implementation, thus enabling an abstract view before undertaking the implementation.
Business Process Modelling and Notation (BPMN) is a standard notation for process modelling. It is widely accepted mainly because of two factors, namely instrumentality and easiness for creating models 1 . Research works using BPMN in the clinical domain reported quick and intuitive familiarization with BPMN, and better understanding for non technical staff 2, 3 . Despite this apparent simplicity, BPMN is formal enough to provide the basis for a later implementation. Although BPMN 2.0 specification 4 provides some execution semantics in terms of BPEL, in this work we do not consider BPMN as the target language, but rather as an initial specification that guides the implementation.
Clinical guidelines are usually text documents which describe the clinical procedures to be performed to diagnose and/or treat a particular disease. Any computer system based on guidelines needs to embed the clinical procedures they contain, e.g. using a Computer-Interpretable Guideline (CIG) language. CIG languages are specifically designed to capture the medical knowledge of clinical guidelines, although they may also be used in clinical pathways. Most of the CIG languages support graphically editing and authoring of CIGs. Still, encoding clinical guidelines in a CIG language remains a difficult task.
This paper relies on the use of BPMN for the specification of guideline processes, a CIG language for their implementation, and an algorithm to transform guideline models in BPMN into the CIG language of choice. The use of BPMN has the potential to empower domain experts to address the modelling task 5 . Moreover, the effort of modelling the clinical guideline in BPMN can be leveraged for the implementation of the model in different CIG languages, provided that appropriate transformation algorithms are developed.
Related work
Research works on the transformation between different process modelling languages propose generic transformation strategies based on the distinction between two major paradigms for BPM languages: graph-oriented languages (such as BPMN, XPDL, EPCs) and block-oriented languages (such as BPEL and BPML) 6 . One of the transformation strategies from a graph-oriented language to a block-oriented one is the so-called structure-identification strategy 7 , which exploits the graph-oriented paradigm of the source language. The business process model is read into a directed graph, where tasks, gateways, and events are the nodes, and sequence flows are the arcs. The structure-identification strategy requires the definition of relevant structures in the target language, and then the identification of equivalent structures, called components, in the input graph. Every time a component is identified in the source graph, it is mapped to the target language and replaced according to some rules, so reducing the input graph. This structureidentification strategy has been successfully used to transform BPMN to BPEL 7 , and XPLD to HTP 8 . In a previous work 5 we have adapted the structure-identification strategy to the domain of clinical guidelines and we have successfully applied it to transform BPMN models to PROforma 9 . Here we apply a similar approach to obtain a semi-automatic transformation from BPMN to SDA 10 , an essentially different CIG language. While in SDA (states-decisions-actions) processes are described in terms of states and transitions, in PROforma they are defined in a more procedural way. In the context of clinical guidelines, the work of González-Ferrer 8 transforms from XPDL to HTN, and the work of Domínguez 11 obtains Java modules from UML state diagrams. However, none of them deal with CIG formalisms. To our knowledge, our works are the only approaches that specifically deal with CIG languages.
Clinical Guidelines in BPMN
BPMN is an increasingly important standard for process modelling. It provides about 50 modelling elements, but studies show that a common core set and an extended core set of elements, representing about 24% of the total, constitute the most frequently used elements to design process models 12 . We have modelled different clinical processes in BPMN. For them, we have used most of the BPMN elements included in the core and extended core sets but also some elements from the specialist set 12 . These BPMN elements include: start events, end events, tasks, gateways (XOR, OR and AND ones), sequence flows (plain, conditional and default flows), subprocesses and loop activities.
The start/end events indicate where a particular process will start/finish. Tasks are atomic activities and represent the actions to be performed. Moreover, gateways control the branching and merging of flows in a process. The different types of gateways correspond to different control flow structures, be they multiple alternative paths (XOR and OR gateways) or parallel ones (AND gateways). Besides, gateways can be classified as split or join ones, depending on whether the process flow is branched or merged at that point. The elements in a process are usually connected by sequence flows. Naturally, split gateways are usually followed by conditional and/or default sequence flows.
A subprocess is a compound activity which is shown as a single node containing its own process. BPMN allows you to specify different types of markers for activities. In the context of clinical guidelines, we have used the loop marker which indicates that a particular activity may be repeated. Unlike the work by Ouyang 7 , we deal with subprocesses and loop activities. Clinical guidelines may contain rather complex processes and the use of subprocesses improves the clarity by encapsulating some parts. Thus we deal with graphs that can contain subgraphs. Clinical guidelines may also contain iterative processes that can be adequately represented with the loop elements of BPMN.
A clinical guideline is represented in BPMN as a graph with one start event and one end event. Tasks, subprocesses, and gateways are connected by means of sequences flows. All these elements have one incoming and one outgoing sequence flow, except in the case of gateways. For guideline modelling purposes, we concentrate on structured BPMN graphs. Broadly speaking, a structured model is one in which every split gateway has its corresponding join gateway of the same type, and in which all split-join pairs are properly nested. Structuredness is not a limitation, but a desirable property of business process graphs. As an illustration, Figure 1 shows a BPMN model of a guideline for the diagnosis of chronic hearth failure.
Clinical Guidelines in SDA

SDA
10 is a formal language to describe health care procedures as graphs. It was initially conceived to mine the data of the clinical processes registered in the electronic health records in a health care institution, though it was also applied to represent the procedures described in clinical guidelines.SDA is based on state, decision, and action terms. State terms represent signs, symptoms, findings, and antecedents that are useful to describe the health condition of a patient, a step in the treatment, or a stage in the disease, such as "elevated blood pressure". Decision terms represent observations that health care professionals may consider in order to make decisions, such as "a BNP test is needed". Finally, action terms are either pharmacological or non-pharmacological descriptors of the components in a treatment, e.g. "make breast X-Ray".
SDA defines states, actions, and decision using the above-mentioned terms. A state is defined in terms of a set of state terms which specify situations that deserve a particular course of action. Likewise, an action is defined as a set of action terms, which represent proper activities involved in the health procedure. In the SDA graph, states and actions can be connected by plain connectors that describe temporal or atemporal treatment flows. Connectors may incorporate delay intervals that describe the minimum and maximum delay time before executing the next element in the flow. Finally decisions define divergences in the treatment, e.g. to represent alternative treatments in front of risk factors. Decisions depend on conditions that are expressed by means of decision terms associated to the socalled conditioned connectors. Decisions may use otherwise connectors, which will be followed in case none of the alternatives is applicable.
A clinical guideline is represented in SDA as a connected graph whose nodes are states, actions and decisions, and whose arcs are connectors. In principle, there are no restrictions in how the SDA elements are connected. Neither there are restrictions in the number of incoming/outgoing connectors of an SDA element. Decisions are the only elements that can be related to conditioned and otherwise connectors. With respect to control flow structures, the only way to represent parallelism is by grouping the set of action terms corresponding to the parallel activities in an SDA action. Sequential control structures can be achieved either by using temporal connectors or by inserting states between each pair of consecutive actions.
The execution of an SDA graph proceeds as follows. Initially all the states whose state terms/conditions are satisfied given the current patient circumstances will be eligible to start. In case there are several eligible states, the health professional will choose one. Then, the connectors will be followed until a state is found whose terms are not satisfied, or until a connector with a delay is reached. Thus, the recommendations for the patient will be the action terms in all the actions along the followed path. When a decision is reached, all the outgoing conditioned connectors whose decision terms are satisfied will be eligible to be followed. If none of the conditions are met, the default connector will be followed.
Transformation of BPMN to SDA
The method is based on the identification and later transformation of certain structures of interest in the input graph. The input is a structured graph representing the BPMN model.
BPMN structure identification for SDA
The approach first requires an analysis of the structures of interest in the target language. After that, the process goes through the identification of suitable structures, called components, in the source graph. SDA allows the description of states, decisions, actions, and concurrent actions. Moreover, connectors are used to describe sequences, non-deterministic flows and loops 10 . In the input graph, concurrences are represented by AND-gateways, decisions correspond to XOR-gateways, non-deterministic actions correspond to OR-gateways, and sequences are represented by sequence flows 4 .
We have adapted the structure identification strategy by Ouyang 7 , as detailed next. The algorithm identifies sequences and parallel components within the input BPMN graph. A parallel component starts with a split gateway that divides the flow into different branches which are finally synchronized by a join gateway of the same type. Different gateways give rise to different parallel components: AND-parallel, OR-parallel, or XOR-parallel. In the case of XOR/OR split gateways, the outgoing arcs can be labelled with conditions. The start and end events are not considered part of the sequential or parallel components. Each node within a parallel component or taking part in a sequence can represent a task or another component. As an illustration, the whole graph of Figure 1 is an XOR-parallel component whose upper branch contains a sequence of two other XOR-parallel components. Every time a component is identified, it is stored and replaced by a component node. The process is repeated until the graph is reduced to a single component node, which is always possible for structured graphs 6 .
Transformation to SDA
The transformation to SDA starts with the start event of the BPMN graph and then it continues with the single node component resulting of applying the above identification algorithm. The proper transformation is applied to this node. Then, the node is replaced by its content and the algorithm proceeds by transforming the nodes within this content. These two steps are successively repeated until we reach nodes that represent BPMN events, tasks, or gateways. These terminal nodes cannot be further replaced. This is a tree-guided transformation that starts at the root node obtained after the identification process and follows a preorder traversal. Table 1 summarizes the transformations between BPMN components/elements and SDA. Some of them require further explanations.
Transformation of AND-parallel components.
An AND-parallel component implements the division of a control flow into several flows, which run in parallel until they merge again. In SDA, concurrency of actions is represented with multiple terms contained in the same SDA action. We can apply this transformation only when there is a single task in all the branches of the component. Considering this restriction, an AND-parallel component is transformed to an SDA action containing one term for each of the BPMN tasks in the branches of the AND-parallel component.
Transformation of OR-and XOR-parallel components.
OR-and XOR-parallel components represent decisions. The split gateway is transformed into an SDA decision. The conditions of the outgoing sequence flows are transformed to decision terms and each conditional sequence flow is transformed to an SDA conditioned connector. If there is a default sequence flow, then it is transformed into an otherwise SDA connector. Since it is possible to find either a sequence, a component node, or a terminal node in each branch of the component, the proper transformations must be applied. Finally, the join gateway is transformed into an SDA state that will merge all the flows.
Transformation of sequences. In BPMN, a sequence flow is represented graphically by a directed arc, indicating that one object cannot start until another object has completed. However, in SDA, a connector indicates control flow instead of a sequence. Then, a sequence has to be modelled either with time constraints in the connectors, or by inserting states between the nodes to ensure that the state term is fulfilled before enacting the next node. We have opted for the latter option. For that, we need the notion of execution context. The execution context in a given point of the SDA graph is calculated from the states, actions, and decision terms along the path from the initial state to that point. Once calculated, it will be used as the term for the state in that point of the SDA graph.
When transforming a sequence, we map each node of the sequence to SDA according to Table 1 , and introduce an adequate SDA state between each pair of consecutive nodes. As an example, Figure 2 depicts an extract of a BPMN model consisting in a sequence of four elements, including an XOR-parallel component and an AND-parallel one. Figure 3 shows the SDA resulting from the transformation of this model, with states interleaved in the sequences.
Transformation of subprocesses.
Each subprocess has its own subgraph and the transformation algorithm is applied to it. SDA does not have a modelling element equivalent to a subprocess. For that reason, the transformation of a subprocess links the first and last SDA elements of the resulting subgraph with the upper-level SDA graph. For example, Figure 1 has the subprocess ECG&XRay whose resulting transformation has been linked as a decision in the main graph, as shown in Figure 5 . On the other hand, parallel ad-hoc subprocesses represent the parallel execution of its content. They have been transformed in the same way that AND-parallel components. Transformation of loops. Activities can have loop features, namely a loop condition to be tested before/after each iteration, and/or a maximum number of iterations. We propose different transformation schemas depending on these features. E.g. if the loop combines a maximum number of iterations with a condition, the transformation includes states to represent the end of each iteration, and decisions to check the condition (see Figure 4 ).
Application to a Heart Failure Guideline
We have applied the transformation algorithm to a BPMN model for the diagnosis of acute and chronic heart failure according to the ESC guideline 13 . Figure 1 shows this BPMN model, which comprises 10 split and 10 join XOR-gateways, 2 sequential ad-hoc subprocesses, 2 subprocesses and 23 tasks. Figure 5 shows the SDA model resulting from the transformation, or transformed SDA, for this BPMN model. The transformed SDA comprises 23 states, 14 decision nodes, and 27 actions. Like the input graph, the transformed SDA is structured. Thus, most of the SDA states act as synchronizing nodes. The reason for this similar structure is that the transformation is guided by the graph structure, and also that the two languages are graph-oriented. We have tested the transformed SDA for different groups of patients, representing the different diagnostic paths, and have checked that the SDA model proposes recommendations in accordance with the clinical guideline.
It is expected that the more complex a guideline is, the greater the number of subprocesses in the BPMN specification. Since SDA does not have an element to represent subprocesses, all processes are at the same level. This fact can have a negative impact in the readability of the model, although this is not a consequence of the transformation process but of the features of the SDA language. On the other hand, parallelism is represented in SDA with multiple terms in the same action. This implies that it is not possible to represent parallel procedures in general. The above issues are the most remarkable differences in comparison with the transformation from BPMN to PROforma 5 .
Conclusions
In this paper we address the transformation between two graph-oriented languages in the context of clinical guidelines. Concretely, we have implemented an algorithm to transform a BPMN model of a guideline into the SDA CIG language. The transformation algorithm is similar to the approach we used for the transformation to PROforma 5 , language differences aside. This approach relies on the identification of structures of interest in the source graph.
The experiments performed with a clinical guideline about chronic heart failure show that transformation between the two languages is possible. The analysis of the transformation results shows that the obtained SDA model is structured similarly to the BPMN input, although all the elements are included at the same level. As consequence the resulting SDA graph could be of significant size, affecting readability. Another drawback regards the representation of parallelism is SDA, which is limited to multiple terms within an action. This implies that AND-parallel components cannot be transformed in general. Despite this limitation SDA has been successfully used in several applications in the clinical domain. The use of our transformation methods can contribute to facilitate its adoption on a larger scale.
